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A real-time method is presented to adaptively estimate three-dimensional 
unmodeled external torques acting on a spacecraft. This is accomplished 
by forcing the tracking error dynamics to follow the Lyapunov function 
underlying the feedback control law. For the case where the external 
torque is constant, the tracking error dynamics are shown to converge 
asypmtotically. The methodology applies not only to the control law used 
in this paper, but can also be applied to most Lyapunov derived feedback 
control laws. 
The adaptive external torque estimation is very robust in the presence of 
measurement noise, since a numerical integration is used instead of a nu- 
merical differentiation. Spacecraft modelling errors, such as in the inertia 
matrix, are also compensated for by this method. Several examples illus- 
trate the practical significance of these ideas 
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INTRODUCTION 
In most spacecraft control problems it is difficult to predict the external forces and torques act- 

ing on the body. These forces/torques could be due to aerodynamic drag in low Earth orbit, the 
solar wind, or any one of many other disturbances occumng in space. All these external distur- 
bances are usually small in magnitude and are varying very slowly, but can be.of consequence if 

A method is presented to adaptively estimate the external torque in real-time, thus allowing the 
control law to compensate for it. This methods involves comparing the rime histories of the theo- 
retical and the measurement-based estimate of the Lyapunov function which underlies the control 
law design. Out of the difference of the Lyapunov functions, the external torque estimate is u p  
dated. Without this estimate, a feedback control of this type is not guaranteed to asymptotically 
track the desired motion if unmodeled external torques are present. The tracking errors will al- 
ways converge to a finite offset associated with the magnitude of the external disturbance. How 
large this offset is depends on how large the feedback gains are. With the external torque compen- 
sation presented here, the feedback control law is able to asymptotically track a desired motion if 
estimation errors are negligible. 

high precision attitude tracliing is required. - .  
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This adaptive external torque estimation method is presented using the globally stabilizing 
nonlinear Lyapunov tracking control law developed recently by Schaub, Robinett and Junkinsl. 
The method itself is not tied to the specific Lyapunov function used in Ref. 1, analogous methods 
exist for any Lyapunov derived control law which guarantees asymptotic tracking in the absence 
of disturbance model errors. Some general stability and convergence analysis of the method are 
presented. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The Equations of Motion of a Rigid Spacecraft 
The rigid spacecraft dynamics with three reaction wheels of varying inertias Ji is described 

below. Each wheel is aligned with one of the principal inertia axis. Let the inertia matrix 3 con- 
tain the spacecraft and the transverse reaction wheel inertias and let the matrix J be defined as 

Three different coordinate reference frames are used. Let N be the inertial reference frame, B 
be the body reference frame attached to the principal inertia axes of the spacecraft, R be the refer- 
ence frame of the instantaneous reference motion that the spacecraft is tracking. Then the vector 
i 3 ~ 1 ~  describes the body angular velocity of the body frame relative to the inertial reference frame. 
Let the fi vector contain the angular velocities of the reaction wheels, measured relative to the B 
frame. The rotational spacecraft equations of motion can be written as 293 

where the control vector ii also satisfies the reaction axial wheel equation of motion: 

The tilde matrix [a] is defined as 

and the vector f is the sum of all external torques acting on the spacecraft. These torques are 
in part due to aerodynamic and solar radiation drag and are usually considered to be very small 
and slowly time varying compared to the internal torques being applied. 

Attitude Coordinates 
All spacecraft orientations are described using sets of modified Rodrigues parameters4' . 

They are a non-singular, minimal coordinate representation of rigid body attitudes with several 
useful attributes. They can be defined as a transformation from the Euler parameters as 

i =  1,2,3 Pi 
1 + P o  

oj =- 
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or in terms of the principal rotating axis E and the principal rotating angle @ as 

6 = ;. tan @/4 (6) 
Like the Euler parameters, the modified Rodrigues parameters (MRPs) are not unique. A sec- 

ond set of modified Rodrigues parameters, called the “shadow” set, can be used to avoid the singu- 
larity at the cost of a discontinuity at a switching point. The transformation between the “origi- 
nal” and “shadow” sets of MRPs is 467779 

C$ = - O i / 6 T 6  i =  1,2,3 (7) 

Keep in mind that the choice in distinguishing “original” and “shadow” set is purely arbitrary. 
both sets describe the same physical orientation. In this study the switching condition was chosen 
to be i3T5 = 1. This causes the magnitude of the orientation vector to be bounded between 
0 I i5 I 1 and the principal rotation angle to be restricted between - 180” I @ I + 180” . Note 
that this combined set of “original” and “shadow” parameters implicitly “knows” the shortest way 
back to the origin4. Principal rotations of more than 180” are typically avoided. This is useful 
when designing a robust attitude feedback control law to detumble a spacecraft. 

The differential kinematic equations of motion in terms of the modified Rodrigues parameters 
are given below 4*5v9. The equation only contains second order polynomial nonlinearities in 6 . 

Eq. (8) holds for both the “original” and the “shadow” set. This means that the derivative is 
well defined even at the switching point. The direction cosine matrix in terms of the modified Ro- 
drigues parameters is 4S79 

4( 0: - 0; - 0:) + C2 801 02 + 403C 801 0 3  - 4O2C 

80102-403C 4 ( - O ; + O : - 0 $ ) + c 2  80203 -k4CJiE 

80203 + 401X 4(- O: - O: + 0:) + X2 
Z =  1 

1 C(6) = 

0 3  + 402C ._ 

ADAPTIVE EXTERNAL TORQUE ESTIMATOR 
This paper will use the globally asymptotically stable nonlinear tracking control law from the 

paper by Schaub, Robinett and Junkinsl to present and demonstrate the adaptive external torque 
estimation method. Please note that this method is not tied to this particular Lyapunov function, 
but it should work with most Lyapunov derived control laws. 

The direction cosine matrix [BR] defines the re€ative attitude of the body frame to the refer- 
ence frame. Let the modified Rodrigues parameter vector 6 parameterize the [BR] matrix. This 
vector defines the spacecraft attitude error. Achieving 5 + 0 assumes asymptotic tracking of the 
reference motion. The extraction of the 6 vector from the [BR] matrix is easily accomplished by 
use of the PO Euler parameter. The complete transformation is given Eq. (10) for the case where 
Po > 0. A general transformation which holds for the case where p0 = 0 is to extract the principal 
rotation vector and angle from [BR] and use Eq. (6) to find the modified Rodriguez vector. 
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BR12 - BR21 
4P0(l +PO) 0 3  = 

By assuring that PO 2 0 we are guaranteed to have a modified Rodrigues parameter vector4 
with 161 I 1. Let all the following vectors be written in the body frame B, unless noted by a super- 
script letter otherwise. The error in body angular velocity with components in body axes i s  

8 8  = 8 ~ 1 ~  - [ BR]6$& (11) 

The error in body angular acceleration is found by taking the derivative of Eq. (1 1). 

Reference 1 introduces the following Lyapunov function to study global stability of feedback 
controlled motion. 

(13) 
1 
2 

v =  --66JT3S8+ 2Klog( 1 + 6%) 
The attitude feedback gain K is a scalar. Using the logarithm of the departure motion will re- 

sult in a feedback control law which is linear in 6 1*495. The feedbacWfeedforward control law 
below is the same as in Ref. 1 except for the estimated external torque f term. 

d 
(14) 

= - 9( [BRI -& (@/" )" - [ h / N  I[BRl@/N) 

- [ f i~/"]3@~/~-  [ f i ~ / ~ ] J ( f i  + @qy) + Kii + P68 +f 
The matrix P is the angular velocity feedback gain ma$x and is positive definite. Similar to 

Ref. 1, the first derivative of the Lyapunov function V is now reduced to 

v = - 8GTP66- sd(f-f) (15) 

Let the estimated external torque be related to the actual external torque through 

f = j + A j  (16) 
where Af is the external torque estimation error. Eq. (15) can now be rewritten as 

V = - SGfZ'88 - S&Af (17) 
Note that in the absence of an external torque estimation error A?, this system is guaranteed 

globally asymptotically stable'. When bounded unmodeled torques are added, but not compen- 
sated for in the feedback control law, the system is no longer asymptotic stable. In this case Eq. 
(17) only states that 74 00 as t + . As I86)l grows, V is guaranteed to become negative. 
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Substituting the control torque ii into the spacecraft equations of motion and using Eq. (12), 
the following closed-loop equations for the tracking error are obtained. To simplify notation let 
the ’ symbol denote d/dt . 

366’ = - KB - P6Q - Af 

The function g(B)  is the 3x3 matrix coefficient of 6(i, in Eq. (19). The two first order diffe- 
rential equations can be combined into one second order differential equation by taking the deriva- 
tive of Eq. (18) and substituting Eq. (19) into it. 

96Q”+ P6Q’+ Kg(B)GQ = - Af’ = - (f’-f’) = 0 

Here it is assumed that the external torque f is constant and that the estimated external torque 
f A  does not get updated. Except for the g ( B )  term, these equations looks like the standard un- 
forced oscillator equation. Because B E L by definition we have g(B)  E L . Since Eq. (20) 
has a constant damping term P and we know from Eq. (17) that 6G E L, , the body angular veloc- 
ity error must settle on a finite constant steady-state value 6Qss . Setting the derivatives in Eq. 
(20) to zero we obtain 

Kg(6)6Qss = 0 

Since the g(B)  matrix is always invertible6, the steady-state body angular velocity error is 
zero. Therefore 6Q + 0 as t -+ 00 . To find the attitude tracking error as t + - , take the limit 
of Eq. (1 8). 

lim(36a’) = lim (- Ka - P6a - A n  
t+- t+- 

Since we know that the body angular velocity error will decay to zero, and Af is assumed to 
be conspnt, the attitude error will converge to the following finite offset. 

. .  

(23) lima=-- A f  
t+- K 

Therefore the control law in Eq. (14) only makes the system Lagrange stable or bounded in the 
presence of bounded unmodeled external torques. In particular, the attitude error will not cok 
verge to zero but to a finite offset. This offset can be reduced to be within acceptable limits by in- 
creasing the attitude feedback gain K. However, increasing this gain will limit the error recovery 
performance of the feedback law by saturating the reaction wheels sooner.. Of course f need not 
be constant, only slowly varying compared to the estimator and controller time constants, in order 
that the above analysis has practical significance. 

For high precision attitude tracking, this small attitude offset or the high gain K may not be 
good enough. The external torque estimate needs to be updated in a robust manner for ~ + 0. 
The following adaptive external torque estimation method is based on the idea that system error 
dynamics should correspond exactly to the time history of the Lyapunov function I! Any devia- 
tion from this time history is assumed to be due to an error in the external torque estimate. While 
Af is unknown, the Lyapunov function V is known at any point in time since it only depends on 
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the tracking errors. By comparing the theoretical Lyapunov function time history to 
measurement-based estimate of theLyapunov function, an update Af is found that would force 
the true Lyapunov time history to track the theoretical counterpart. Eq. (17) could be used to solve 
for Af . But V cannot be calculated directly, only V ( 6 ,  a) can be estimated easily from the 
measurements of SCb and 6 . Therefore V would have to be obtained, in essence, through numeri- 
cal differentiation of V. This is very undesirable, since numerical differentiation is unreliable 
when significant measurement noise is included. To write Eq. (17) in terms of V and not V , the 
equation is integrated over the time interval [t l  , t 21  . 

Since the unmodeled external torque is assumed to be piece-wise constant over the time inter- 
val [ f l  , t2  ] , the estimation error Af can also be assumed to be piece-wise constant. This assump- 
tion allows it to be moved outside the integration. 

The right-most integration in Eq. (25) can be solved exactly. The result is an equation depend- 
ing on the true Lyapunov function V I ,  at different points in time, and not on V . 

Let us rewrite the above in equation in the more compact notation below 

4(tt 9 t2 >‘A! = Y(t* 7 t2  1 
where Y E  32 is a scalar quantity. Since Af is a 3x1 vector, Eq. (27) cannot be solved 

uniquely. One possible solution is to write Eq. (27) for at least three distinct adjacent time inter- 
vals. Now the linear system of equations can be solved in a least-squares fashion. A major 
draw-back to this method, however, is that the least-squares inverse is not defined when the space- 
craft perfoms a single axis rotation about one of its principal axes! Using a singular value decom- 
position routine to perform the inverse resolves the singularity problem, but the sets of equations 
are found to be extremely sensitive to angular velocity measurement noise. Even small noise ren- 
dered the adjustments totally unusable. 

To avoid the above difficulty, a minimum-norm inverse method’’ using only one time interval 
was used. The minimum IIAfll satisfying Eq. (27) is found to be 

Y = 4 - - 
qT4 

This Af estimation will yield the most conservative (Le. smallest in magnitude) correction 
satisfying Eq. (27). Contrary to the least-squares inverse method, it performs very well when the 
spacecraft performs a pure rotation about one of its principal axes. We find one minor problem, 
however, when q( f l  , f 2 )  + 0 . This occurs when the body angular velocity error is very small on 
the average over the integration interval. We find that a simple and effective way to eliminate this 
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difficulty is to not use the A? correction when fi , on the average, is smaller than the RMS of the 
expected measurement noise of the body angular velocity. Let Afnlin be defined as 

If fl is of the order of magnitude of the body angular velocity measurement noise, then the ex- 
ternal torque estimate must already be very good. Turning the correction off does not affect perfor- 
mance in this case. This estimation dead-band has been found to be very effective in the examples 
studied. 

The adaptive external torque estimation provides a real-time method to reduce the tracking er- 
rors in the presence of modeling errors. The computational burden to compute Eq. (26) and (29) is 
minimal. Unlike a Kalman filter, the method has little memory and is more easily able to adapt to 
a changing external torque. The adaptation is only affected by disturbances experienced during 
the integration interval. 

If the actual external torque is constant, then Af + 0 and therefore the attitude tracking error 
will also go to zero. For non-constant external torques, the length of the integration time interval 
in Eq. (26) will determine the tracking precision of the adaptive external torque estimation. Of 
course, the integration time must in reality be matched to sensor sample rates and signal process- 
ing speed, so there will be application specific practical limits on this approach. 

0.0 0.5 1 .o 1.5 2.0 
time 

Figure 1: True versus Theoretical Lyapunov Function 

The result of the update law in Eq. (29) is illustrated in Figure 1 above. Given a specific set of 
tracking errors, there are two Lyapunov function time histories. Vtnre corresponds to the actual 
error dynamics which may not decay to zero. Vtheorerical corresponds to the theoretical error dy- 
namics of the current system model which is guaranteed to converge to zero. The shaded area r e p  
resents the difference between the two time histories which is used to calculate the update of the 
model error. Since the system of equations in Eq. (27) is underdetermined, the update will not per- 
fect. However, during the next integration integral the modeling error has been reduced. The Af 
corrections force the tracking error dynamics to follow the time history of the Lyapunov function 
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V given in Eq. (1 3). Any deviation from this time history is interpreted as being caused by an un- 
modeled external torque and a correction is made to account for it. Other modeling errors which 
would cause the error dynamics to deviate from the Lyapunov function time history are absorbed 
into the A? adjustments. By doing so, we find that this method is very robust versus spacecraft 
modeling errors and it improves the tracking performance greatly. 

In a practical situation, the integrals of Eq. (26) cannot be computed exactly. The error in 
body angular velocity is only available at discrete sampling intervals. To account for this, let the in- 
tegration interval [ t l  , t 2 ]  span a discrete number of sampling intervals. A numerical integration 
technique, such as the trapezoidal rule, can then be used to approximate this integral. Naturally, 
the resulting integration error will degrade the estimation capability of the method. But the results 
below indicate that this integration error does not pose any significant limitations. 

ADAPTIVE LAW STABILITY ANALYSIS 

For this stability analysis it is assumed that the true external torque is constant. All possible 
Af satisfying Eq. (27) form a linear variety MIo. Since the Af vector lies in the Euclidean 
three-dimensional space, M is simply a three-dimensional plane which generally does not go 
through the origin as illustrated in Figure 2 below. 

f 

. .  

Figure 2: Illustration of the Minimum Norm Inverse 

Let A? E M be the true external torque estimation error at the iteration k. Then the minimum 
norm inverse will return Af~,, E M which is perpendicular to the plane formed by M'O. After the 
update, the true externat torque estimation error AT' is 

Since AT1 and Afmin are perpendicular to each other, the updated external torque estimate 
must satisfy 

The above condition guarantees that the model error can only get reduced or remain the same, 
but cannot grow larger if the true external torque is constant. The only way that the model error 
would remain constant is that y = 0, where y is defined in Eq. (27). 
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y=o 

Studying Eq. (27) it is clear that there are only three cases where y = 0. 
Cusel: A$=O 
This is the ideal case where there is no model error. The update law has achieved its goal and 

Cuse2: fi=Oand A f f O  
This condition would result if 
i )  l 6 W t  = O  and SG(t) # 0. This is only possible if the vector components of SS 

change sigh during the integration. The frequency of the error dynamics was set by choosing the 
K and P feedback gains. This frequency is usually set much slower than the sampling frequency. 
Therefore the &3 components cannot change sign during every integration interval. Thus this case 
can only occur point wise in time. In between each Occurrence the model error is guaranteed to 
get reduced by Eq. (31). 

i i )  SS(t) = 0. This means that the body angular velocity error is zero and remains zero from 
here on in time. If this is the case, then Eq. (26) dictates that V,,, (22 ) = Vlme ( t l  ) . The defni- 
tion of the Lyapunov function in Eq. (13) states that this is only possible if 6(t)  is a constant. Ear- 
lier it was shown that for constant external torque estimation error this is only possible if 

estimated the external perfectly. No further update is required. 

(33) 

If the initial tracking errors are such that the conditions in Eq. (33) are satisfied, then the u p  
date law in Eq. (28) would not reduce the model error. However, for a real system where measure- 
ment noise and unmodeled dynamics are present, this condition cannot hold for all time. Further, 
these tracking errors defined in Eq. (33) are not stable either. As soon as the external torque esti- 
mate gets updated, the condition is no longer true. This means that the model errors becomes fur- 
ther reduced and SS( t )  is no longer zero. 

Case3 ji*Af=band fi,Af#O 
This condition implies that the body angular velocity error is in a plane perpendicular to the 

A? 5=-- and SG=O K 

external torque estimation error as shown in Figure 3 below. 

/ / 

Figure 3: Illustration of the Condition in Case 3 

Since there is an external torque error which is not modelled in the error dynamics, it is impos- 
sible for the 6S vector to remain in this plane. As soon as it leaves the update law will change the 
Af vector. Therefore, this condition is also only point-wise possible in time. 
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Assuming constant external torque, the adaptive law in Eq. (28) is guaranteed to drive the ex- 
ternal torque estimate error to zero, making the tracking error asymptotically stable, in all cases ex- 
cept case 2.ii). It is possible that the update law may temporarily cease to improve the estimation 
error, but it is not possible that cmes 2.i) and 3) hold for all time. The condition in Case 2.ii) is not 
an attractor. For a real system with measurement noise and unmodeled dynamics the tracking 
error dynamics will move away from it and thus drive the external torque estimation error to zero. 

RESULTS 
A rest-to-rest near-minimum-time r~ ta t ion l -~  is performed from the 3-2-1 Euler angles 

(5",-10",15") to (15",10',-5"). The diagonal spacecraft inertia matrix entries used are 385 kgm2, 
398 kgm2 and 212 kgm2. The reaction wheel inertias are 0.06 kgm2, 0.12 kgm2 and 0.06 kgm2. 
A constant unmodeled external torque vector of (0.01,0.02,0.01) Nm is applied to the rigid space- 
craft during the rotations. The attitude feedback gain K is set to 5 and the body angular velocity 
feedback gain matrix P has the diagonal entries 26.68,27.58 and 14.69. The total maneuver time 
is 48.2 seconds. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was used in the simulation with a step size 
of 0.1 seconds. Equation (26) was integrated using the trapezoidal rule over two sampling inter- 
vals. The angular velocity measurement noise has a standard mean of 0.00004 "/s. To keep the il- 
lustrations simple only the magnitude of the tracking error vectors are plotted below. 

No External Torque Estimation 
For comparison purposes, the first simulation was run with no external torque estimation and 

no body angular velocity measurement noise. The results are shown in Figure 4 below. The atti- 
tude error grows through out the maneuver. Eventually, the feedback stabilizes the attitude error 
at an offset of 161 = 0.00490 or 1.123'. Clearly this large attitude tracking error would be unac- 
ceptable when precise tracking is required. The body angular velocity error also grows quite 
large, nearly reaching magnitudes of 0.035 '/s. 

0 . ~ ; - 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  

Fz 0.m 

3 am B 
- 

0.01 
0.W a 

0 
0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 

time [SI time Is] 

Figure 4: Tracking Errors with No External Torque Estimation 
and No Measurement Noise 

With External Torque Estimation 
The same simulation is repeated here with the adaptive external torque estimation activated. 

The integral in Eq. (26) is calculated over two sampling periods. The external torque estimate was 
set to zero initially. The results are shown in Figure 5 below. 
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3 0.010 

0.W5 

20 40 w 
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Figure 5: Tracking Errors with External Torque Estimation 
and No Measurement Noise 

The attitude tracking error is reduced very significantly compared to the previous simulation 
with no disturbance estimation. The final tracking error is only 151 = O.ooOo15 or 0.0034’. This 
is a more than two orders of magnitude reduction. The body angular velocity tracking error is also 
substantially reduced. On the average, the error is reduced by more than one order of magnitude. 
Both the attitude and the body angular velocity tracking errors oscillate about zero, not some finite 
offset. The oscillation about zero is not evident in Figure 2 since only the magnitudes of the track- 
ing error vectors are shown. The error in external torque estimation drops very rapidly initially 
from a magnitude of 0.0245 Nm to about 0.005 Nm and then decays more slowly . This was to be 
expected since Eq. (27) is twice under determined. The “humps” in the decay curve are correlated 
to regions of sharp control input variations where both integration errors and system non-linearity 
are more pronounced. The actual decay rate could be increased with a higher body angular veloc- 
ity sampling rate. Note that the external torque estimation corrections are very smooth. This 
makes this method ’attractive if the spacecraft has some unmodeled elastic degrees of freedom 
which are not to be excited by control input. 

Rsbustness in the Presence of Measurement Noise 
To evaluate the robustness of the adaptive external torque estimation method, a simulation was 

run with added body angular velocity measurement noise. The results are shown in Figure 6. Nat- 
urally, the body angular velocity error time history is affected by the measurement noise. Yet the 
external torque estimation error is only marginally affected by the noise. This is because most of 
the noise is partially filtered during the integration of Eq. (26). Had Eq. (17) been used to solve for 
Af , then the external torque estimation would have been very noisy due to the implicit require- 
ment to estimate time derivatives of noisily measured quantities. 
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0.020 

E 5 0.015 
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Figure 6: Tracking Errors with External Torque Estimation 
and Measurement Noise 

Robustness in the Presence of Spacecraft Modeling Errors 
To study the effect of other modeling errors, the inertia matrix was given an error of 10%. The 

results are shown in Figure 7. Without the adaptive external torque estimation, the attitude track- 
ing error would be 161 = 0.006 or 1.365". With the external torque estimation active, as shown in 
Figure 7, the error is almost exactly two order of magnitude smaller. Similarly, the body angular 
velocity tracking error is reducd by about one order of magnitude. 

time [SI lime [SI 

7 0.03 
z 
a 0.02 

0.01 

ti= [SI 

Figure 7: Tracking Errors with External Torque Estimation, 
Measurement Noise and 10% Inertia Error 

As one might anticipate, the effect of the incorrect inertias is absorbed and compensated for 
by the adaptive external torque estimation. This ability to compensate both for external 
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and system model errors clearly makes this method very attractive, even when external 
torques are not an issue. In all cases of modeling error studied, the tracking error is greatly re- 
duced. 

With the large inertia errors present the external torque estimate error no longer approaches 
zero. Instead the inertia modeling error compensation dominates and successfully forces the track- 
ing error dynamics to follow the Lyapunov function. 

Robustness in the Presence of a Time Varying External Torque 
To study how well the adaptive law can handle a time varying external torque, the same test 

run was performed as shown in Figure 6. This time the true external torque vector components 
were not constant but varied with a frequency of 0.04 Hz, 0.03 Hz and 0.05 Hz respectively. The 
resulting tracking errors are shown in Figure 8 below. 

0 40 60 

0.004 - 
$ 0.0°3 - 0.w 

0.001 
x 

0 
0 40 60 

0.m t I I c 

%O.OlO - 
0.005 

0 
0 20 40 60 

&me I4 
Figure 8: Tracking Errors with Measurement Noise and 

Time varying External Torque 

The overall tracking errors are only marginally larger than those of Figure 6. The attitude and 
body angular velocity errors are still substantially reduced. The external torque estimation error 
no longer converges to zero, but remains bounded within a certain band. 

- E s t i m a t e d  0.000 I I 

0 20 40 60 
bances time [s] 

Figure 9: Comparison of True and Estimated External Torque 
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A comparison of the true and the estimated external torque magnitude can be seen in Figure 9. 
The adaptive law does a reasonable job tracking this very time varying external torque. Of course 
the tracking performance can always be improved by increasing the sampling frequency. If the 
sampling frequency is very low compared to the frequency of the external torque, the system may 
even go unstable. 

CONCLUSION 
To counter the effects of unmodeled external torques, an adaptive external torque estimator 

has been developed to operate in conjunction with a nominal asymptotically stable controller. The 
estimated external torque is adaptively adjusted to make the tracking error dynamics correspond to 
the Lyapunov function associated with the Lyapunov-designed control law. A minimum norm in- 
verse is used to estimate external torque estimation errors. This adaptive technique works very 
well for all types of three-dimensional rotations studied. Since the body angular velocity errors 
get integrated (i.e. filtered) over finite time intervals, this method is also very robust versus meas- 
urement noise. For the test cases studied, the attitude tracking performance is increased by more 
then two orders of magnitude, while the body angular velocity tracking is improved by more than 
one order of magnitude. The method is also shown to be very robust in the presence of spacecraft 
modelling errors such as inertia errors. The external torque estimation actually is able to compen- 
sate for these modeling errors and can improve the tracking performance by roughly the same 
order of magnitudes as for the external torque compensation. 
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